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A Brief History 
of Business 
Intelligence

The term business intelligence came into use 
around the 1950s, and it grow out of technology 
called decision support 



Business 
intelligence 
platforms sift 
through this data 
to find patterns 
and trends.







Three main 
forms of 
data



How do companies store and manage all this 
data?



Data 
Warehouses are 
used to 
consolidate 
disparate data in 
a central 
location



So you may ask know how does information 
get to a central location?



Extract, 
Transform, 
and Load



Extract
Raw data is extracted from a 
source program(such as CRM or 
ERP software)
This is often the step where 
unstructured data( such as notes, 
or author information) is tagged 
with metadata to make it easier to 
find.



Transform
During this step, the data 
is normalized.
In order to properly 
analyze data, it must be 
in the same format- think 
apples to apples



Load
This process can occur 
every week, day, hour, 
or even minute.
The more often this is 
done, the more up to 
date analytic reports 
will be.



When talking 
about big data 
and BI, 
Hadoop 
comes up a lot 

Hadoop is an infrastructure 
for storing and processing 
large sets of data across 
multiple servers

Instead of centralizes files, 
Hadoop uses a cluster 
system that allows files to 
be stored on multiple 
servers



Data mining
Text analyzing
Business Analytics



Data mining



Text 
Analytics

Software come’s through 
unstructured textual data 
to find patterns



Business 
Analytics

Predict future trends
Gain competitive advantages
Reveal unknown 
inneffficiencencies



Three are three main forms of 
business analytics



Descriptive 
Analytics

• The base upon which other 
types of analytics are built

• Descriptive programs 
analyze past data and 
identify trends and 
relationships

• Raw data can be grouped 
into easily digestible pieces, 
such as the number of 
unique page-views, or the 
sales numbers for a specific 
department.

• Content grouping



Predictive Analytics

Searches for correlation between 
a single unit or factor, and the 
features that pertain to it
Find the same correlation across 
different data sets
Allow companies to infer future 
patterns from past trends



Decision Analytics 



Turning data into Presentations 



Business Intelligence Reporting



Data 
visualization



Dashboards 

Interfaces that 
represent specific 
analytics



State of the Market 
Where is BI headed
Who are the main companies…



TDWI’s latest survey



A survey by 
Informatiom
Week shows 
why companies 
are adopting 
business 
intelligence



Current Trends



In-Memory 
Processing 



Business intelligence 
in Action 

02 Ireald Case Study



O2

O2  Ireland is a large cell-phone carrier, 
and Telefonica Europe subsidiary
Customers were buying their pre-paid SIM 
cards for their phones, then leaving the 
country.
O2 Ireland did not want to spend 
marketing resources on these customers 
but didn’t have a way to segment from 
their marketing efforts.



Customer Analysis Dashboard



Sales Scorecard Dashboard.



Salesperson Dashboard



Salesperson dashboard



Sales Analysis Dashboard.



Seasonal Analysis



Top Sales



Top Sales Increase and Decrease by Customer



Sales by Ship-To



Company wide Monthly Sales Trends



Top Sales Decline by Customer (no sales in this 
vs last period)



Sales of Top Products to Top Customers



Invoice Trends



Website Visitor Analysis



Online Food Ordering Analysis



Email Engagement Analytics Dashboard



Intelligent big data 
management



Facebook – Chatbot Army



How Machine 
Learning In 
Business Can 
Transform The 
Modern 
Workforce


